Localized chemical hyperreactivity in supercoiled DNA: evidence for base unpairing in sequences that induce low-salt cruciform extrusion.
Certain A + T-rich DNA sequences (C-type inducing sequences) cause adjacent inverted repeats to undergo cruciform extrusion by a particular pathway (C-type extrusion), which is characterized by large activation energies and extrusion at low salt concentrations and relatively low temperatures. When they are supercoiled, these sequences become reactive toward the normally single-strand-selective reagents bromoacetaldehyde, glyoxal, osmium tetraoxide, and sodium bisulfite. The following evidence is presented: (1) The most reactive sequences are those to the left of the inverted repeat. (2) Chemical reactivity is suppressed by either sodium chloride or micromolar concentrations of distamycin. The suppression of reactivity closely parallels that of C-type cruciform extrusion. (3) Chemical reactivity requires a threshold level of negative supercoiling. The threshold superhelix density depends on the prevailing salt concentration. (4) Analysis of temperature dependences suggests that reaction with osmium tetraoxide involves transient unstacking events, while bromoacetaldehyde requires larger scale helix opening. Thus a variety of opening events may occur in the supercoiled A + T-rich sequences, from small-amplitude breathing to low-frequency, large-amplitude openings. The latter appear to be responsible for C-type cruciform extrusion.